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Unfortunately your fellow shipmate and
friend Paul Hansen recently crossed the bar.
Amongst his talents Paul was the Editor of
SAOC West’s Newsletter The Update. He was
unable to continue. I promised I would step
forward to produce this newsletter for SAOC
West membership. I hope Paul would be
pleased and that you enjoy the issue.
Sadly below is his final message. How very
difficult it must have been for him to write
this.

Rouillard abuse. What is life without those
simple pleasures? So I quit the chemo program.
Therefore this will be my last newsletter and
even if it is less than I would normally produced just to taunt those who’ve complained
throughout that it was too long.
I need to use what time I have left for personal matters such as finishing a memoir
for Grand and Great Grand Kids and to put
affairs in order. Obituary is already written,
sorting through other matters.

Sincere regards, Valerie Braunschweig.

This

issue was on schedule to be issued in

the last week of March, maybe the first
week of April.
The Gods intervened.
I found myself in hospital undergoing a battery of tests including a bone marrow biopsy
which allowed me not only to be a pain in
the ass but to have one.
A series of appointments with specialists
culminated on Friday the 13th at the Cancer
Clinic with an Oncologist. What do you think
the odds of that appointment going well
were? You would be right.

While we all have at least a vague understanding the concept of mortality, having
It explained in terms of months rather than
years or decades is a whole different conversation. They said the chemo might buy me a
few more, but the chemo debilitated me both
mentally and physically.
The possibility of a bit more time in that
condition is simply not worth it. I have to be
able to use and enjoy every day I have left.
I need to be able to pick up the phone and
give Marsh Campbell or Sylvain

It l eaves the question as to what happens to
The Update.. A members wife Valerie has expressed qualified interest….
Interested but she feels she doesn't have the
experience necessary. I think she could do
WITH support from an editorial board of
members who also contribute material for
each issue. As a group it could work, so
please If you think a newsletter provides,
any value at all hold up your hand.
Paul Hansen
Opinions expressed have been those of the Editor and may not

align with views held by other submariners or, collectively, by the
members of SAOC West.
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clubs have shut down or have been modified
to try to adapt to the demographics and loss of membership. This is my goal for this year to extend both
comradeship and ties to current serving members of
the RCN submarine service and those that have recently left the service and looking to keep connections.

VOICE PIPE

The issue with this specific challenge is that many
Hello my fellow submariners and submarine family groups fail to adapt and maintain strong working/
members. First off as the incoming President of the personal relations with fellow members. Well I feel
that our group (SAOC-West) is more capable and
SAOC (W) I want to extend my thanks to everyone
more adaptable than any organization out there. I
who allowed me to be in this position of leadership. Even though I have had many opportunities in have repeatedly seen many in all SAOC cells touching
the past to show my gratitude and appreciation to all base and keeping in touch. So please keep on doing
involved I take this moment to reflect on past accom- what we do, make that call.... talk to someone, keep
in touch.
plishments and past Presidents and realize that I
have accepted the responsibility to being placed into
If anyone wants to talk or call, I can be reached at
this office. I hope I can fulfil all of your expectations.
the following:
Sadly, this year has not started out very well seeing
Home: 778-425-2936
the COVID 19 Pandemic putting many restrictions in
Cell: 778-922-5324
place both at work and in any social aspect. We have
or email: fwberg@hotmail.CA
had to re-organize and manage the best way that
So, let's hope 2020 becomes a better year,
most submariners do, on the fly. Many of our
Thank you, sincerely:
monthly meetings have been cancelled as has our
expedition up island to the Qualicum Beach Legion to
Wade Bergland
visit other fellow submariners. Currently our yearly
BBQ and horseshoe tournament has been moved to
the right for some date in July/August, we will keep
you all informed.
Another item of concern is the passing of some beloved members of our group and the organization as
a whole, Paul Hansen, Buster Brown, Mo Tate, John
Sexsmith, and, Gus Gardner. Amazing submariners
and friends to many, sadly they have passed. I must
say that the average age of many renowned institutions is on the higher side of golden years. Many
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Battle of the Atlantic –
75th Anniversary
Commemoration
Throughout 2020 the Royal Canadian Navy
(RCN) will commemorate the 75th anniversary of
the end of The Battle of the Atlantic. Events will
be held in communities across the country to celebrate defining moment in Canada’s naval history, including a National Parade at the National
The Royal Canadian Navy has become the counWar Memorial in Ottawa on May 3rd.
try’s “force of first resort” in response to world
(Postphoned due to Covid 19)
crises. As a result of its performance during the
Battle of the Atlantic, the RCN has been deThe Battle of the Atlantic was the longest battle of ployed into harm’s way as a vanguard Canadian
the Second World War and was fought at sea
military response since 1945. It was deployed in
from 1939 to 1945. Much of the burden of fighting the Korean War, the Suez crisis, the Cuban misthe battle fell to the RCN which, at the outbreak
sile crisis, the First Gulf War, following the events
of the war, was comprised of only six destroyers of 9/11, the humanitarian relief effort following
and a handful of smaller vessels.
Hurricane Katrina in 2005, and in response to the
devastating 2010 earthquake in Haiti.
Over the course of 2,075 days Allied naval and
air forces fought more than 100 convoy battles
We honour our past by remembering the tremenand performed as many as 1,000 single ship ac- dous efforts Canadian sailors made in fulfilling
tions against submarines and warships of the
their commitment to secure Allied victory, and we
German and Italian navies. Primary targets for
salute the RCN’s resolute path forward in remainthe Germans and Italians were the convoys of
ing committed to the safety, security and defence
merchant ships carrying vital, life-sustaining car- of Canada at home and abroad.
go from North America to Europe.
Canada’s navy was instrumental in turning the
tide of the war, and by the conflict’s conclusion
had grown to become one of the largest in the
world. The RCN destroyed or shared in the destruction of 33 U-Boats and 42 enemy surface
craft. In turn, it suffered 2,210 fatalities, including
nine women, and lost 33 vessels.
Today, our sailors continue to proudly represent
Canadians at home and on the world stage.

For information about Battle of the Atlantic commemorative events near you over the following
months, please follow the RCN on its social media platforms.
Note: Regrettably Covid 19 prevented public
commemorations.
navy-marine.forces.gc.ca/en/navy-life/historyboa-75th.page
https://navybikeride.ca/battle-of-the-atlantic-75th-anniversarycommemoration/
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Deployment
of Canadian navy
submarines on hold due to COVID-19
Todd Coyne Senior Digital Producer, CTV News Vancouver Island
Published Tuesday, May 12, 2020 2:06PM PDT Last Updated Tuesday, May 12, 2020 5:48PM PDT

HMCS Victoria undergoes testing in Esquimalt, B.C. on Feb. 24, 2020, ahead of its planned deployment
(CTV News)

VICTORIA -- What was meant to be a

“Further maintenance is required before they can

“milestone” return to sea for Canada’s military

be deployed,” said National Defence spokesper-

submarines in 2020 is now on hold amid the nov- son Jessica Lamirande on Monday. “However, in
el coronavirus pandemic.

order to ensure the health and safety of our De-

fence team, work on board submarines was put
Two Royal Canadian Navy submarines were due

on pause during this pandemic.”

to embark this spring and summer after a nearly
two-year deployment gap for the sub fleet. But

HMCS Victoria completed dive trials in February

now, the submarines HMCS Victoria and HMCS

at its home port of Esquimalt, B.C., after six

Windsor will remain in port for the foreseeable

years of maintenance and upgrades since her

future as work to return the vessels to sea is put

last outing. The navy was planning to deploy the

on hold.

Victoria this spring with a new sonar array and
battery.
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Canadian navy submarines on hold
Due to COVID-19 (continued)

Its departure was to be followed this summer by

mer.

the deployment of HMCS Windsor from Halifax

National Defence said in a statement that the Ca-

after the completion of extensive work in drydock. nadian Armed Forces (CAF) remains committed
Once at sea, the Windsor was to test-fire a new

to participating in “a significant way” at RIMPAC,

heavyweight torpedo system slated for rollout

the largest international maritime exercise in the

across the Canadian sub fleet.

world.

With both subs deployed by summertime, the na- On April 29, the commander of the U.S. Pacific
vy was planning to get a third – HMCS Corner

Fleet announced that RIMPAC 2020 would be an

Brook – ready for sea trials off Vancouver Island

abbreviated version of years past in light of the

later this year.

COVID-19 pandemic. The biennial exercise,

Having three of Canada’s four military submarines which typically runs from June to August and feaoperating simultaneously would mark “a historical tures events at sea and onshore, will this year run
milestone,” said Maritime Forces Pacific spokes-

from Aug. 17 to Aug. 31 and feature at-sea train-

person Capt. Jenn Jackson in February.

ing only.

All of Canada's second-hand military subs have

“The CAF are in close communication with our

been grounded since 2018, when HMCS Windsor U.S. counterparts, and are currently evaluating
and HMCS Chicoutimi were last deployed.

options to adapt our participation accordingly,”

“The intent is to return the submarines to sea as

said National Defence in a statement Monday.

soon as maintenance is completed,” Lamirande

“Participation in RIMPAC will balance the require-

said.

ment to complete critical tasks and high readiness

The National Defence spokesperson declined to

training in support of planned operations, with the

comment on whether the return would come fast

requirement to protect the health and safety of

enough for the navy to meet its prior commitment our personnel.”
to send a submarine to the multinational Exercise
Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) off Hawaii this sum-
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Navy admiral submits results of probe on virus-infected
aircraft carrier Theodore Roosevelt
From Navy Times: Robert Burns, The Associated Press

The aircraft carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN
71) departs Apra Harbor on May 21, 2020, following
an extended visit to Guam in the midst of the pandemic. (Staff Sgt. Jordan E. Gilbert/Marine Corps)

WASHINGTON — The Navy’s top admiral on Wednesday received the results
of an internal investigation into the spread
of the coronavirus aboard the USS Theodore Roosevelt and the firing of the aircraft carrier’s skipper in April.
The report is not expected to be made
public until decisions are made
about potentially restoring Capt. Brett
Crozier to command of the Roosevelt or
disciplining other officers. It was submitted
Wednesday to Adm. Mike Gilday, the
chief of naval operations.
A Gilday spokesman, Cmdr. Nate Christensen, said the admiral is reviewing the
report.
“It will take time for the investigation’s
recommendations to be reviewed and endorsed by Adm. Gilday,” he said.

Among the questions the investigation
was to address is how the coronavirus got
aboard the Roosevelt, which was operating in the western Pacific when the first
crew members fell sick in late March. As
the virus spread, the carrier pulled into
Guam on March 27 amid apparent disagreement within Navy leadership over
how to proceed with evacuating the crew
to limit the spread.
Crozier wrote a letter, which soon leaked
to a California newspaper and beyond,
pleading for faster Navy action to prevent
COVID-19 deaths among his crew.
The acting Navy secretary at the time,
Thomas Modly, ordered Crozier relieved
of command in early April, saying he had
distributed his letter too widely and
shown poor judgment. Days after saying
Crozier may have been “too naive or too
stupid” to command an aircraft carrier, Modly resigned.
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Capt. Brett Crozier was as the skipper of the aircraft carrier Theodore Roosevelt. (Navy)

About 1,100 members of the Roosevelt crew
eventually tested positive for the cornonavirus and one, Chief Petty Officer Charles
Thacker, 41, died. Most have recovered
from the illness, and the carrier last week
departed Guam to prepare for a full return to
duty in the Pacific. It was sidelined on
Guam for nearly two months.

The rapidly changing leadership atop the
Navy is a reflection of tumultuous times
during the Trump administration. President
Donald Trump’s first Navy secretary, Richard Spencer, was fired in November 2019
after clashing with the White House over
disciplinary actions involving a Navy
SEAL.

The report submitted to Gilday on Wednesday was prepared by Adm. Robert Burke,
the vice chief of naval operations, who had
done a preliminary inquiry in April.
But after it was reviewed up the chain of
command, James McPherson, who succeeded Modly as acting Navy secretary, ordered
a fuller investigation. That initial report recommended that Crozier be restored to command, but that suggestion was set aside
pending the outcome of the wider probe.
McPherson will be replaced on Friday by
Kenneth Braithwaite, who has been confirmed by the Senate as Navy secretary. After Braithwaite reviews the report it likely
will be considered by Defense Secretary
Mark Esper.
Spring 2020
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In the days leading up to the
James Cameron historical solo descent to
the bottom of the Challenger Deep on
March 26th, 2012, Kelly Walsh got
bumped from the last position available on
the Mermaid Sapphire, the support ship
for the expedition, replaced by a last minute technical crew member.
Kelly is the son of Don Walsh who, along
with Jacques Piccard, had made the descent 52 years before, on January 23rd ,
1960 aboard the Trieste One. Both he and
his dad were members of the support crew
until the last minute change left Kelly sitting rather glumly in a hotel room on Guam.
But sometimes serendipity can swoop in to
the rescue and this was one of those occasions.

morning he joined a bunch of the crew in
their mess for breakfast where he was distracted from the thoroughly enjoyable conversations by the four paramilitary looking
guys in khaki pants and T Shirts sitting and
talking quietly among themselves over on
the other side of the compartment.
Later Kelly was up on the bridge when Paul
Allen wandered in. After a few moments he
said, “I don’t think I know you”. Paul Allen
does know Kelly’s dad so all was explained
when Kelly told him of the familial relationship.
The Dad tells your editor that he was somewhat surprised a bit later when he wandered out to the deck with a coffee to see,
kneeling in the bow of the zodiac

The Explorer’s Club in New York City had
arranged to get one of their flags, intended
to make the trip to bottom with James
Cameron, to Kelly on Guam. Kelly’s challenge was to get it the last +/- 500 kilometers to the dive location. That was when
Serendipity, riding a 414 foot mega-yacht
steamed into port. The late Paul Allen had
been invited to be on sight for the descent
and had the skipper of the Octopus, David
Reams, stop in Guam for some last minute
“essentials”. Kelly bumped into Reams at
the hotel and in the process of convincing
the Skipper to take the flag out to the Mermaid Sapphire was invited to bring it along
himself.
And that is how Kelly found himself cruising
out to meet up with the Mermaid Sapphire
aboard one of the world’s largest and most
luxurious mega-yachts.
He said he went straight to his cabin and to
bed when they got on board and the next
Spring 2020
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racing towards them, his son, waving hello.

and I am really looking forward to hearing
her debriefing this summer.

Kelly says that he spend a bit of time on
the Mermaid Sapphire but it was rolling
around far too much, so he went back to
the Octopus where the array of stabilizers
make playing pool quite feasible, even in
choppy weather.
Again, that was all in the spring of 2012.
Fast forward to today and we come to the
original point of this segue.
The final phase of Texan Adventurer Victor
Vescovo’s 2020 series of expeditions is a
return to the Challenger Deep where he
and the team plan on making a number of
additional dives over a period of several
days.
One of the people Victor will be taking
down with him, sixty years after his father made the descent, is Kelly Walsh.

Another thought this old guy finds rather
intriguing is the idea of Victor and James
Cameron putting aside their “Whose
Watch Went Deeper” dispute and make
the descent together, settling it as a tie,
once and for all. Just a thought.

And, if you have recently won big on the
lottery, and have managed to maintain a
svelte, minus 220 lb figure, you too could
partake in this adventure of a lifetime.
Bloomberg very recently published a story
about Victor’s adventures including the
opportunity to join him on a descent to the
very bottom for a mere $750,000. US dollars, of course. Right now that is about 4½
million Canadian. Okay, probably slightly
less than one point one million Cdn.
If this old timer had the lottery win and
requisite svelteness and the necessary level of health, (bit of an issue at the moment) I’d be grabbling up one of the last
two seats in a heartbeat. Just to spend
time with Victor Vescovo, let alone descend 36,000 feet.
A woman I’ve gotten to know from New
York has her name on one of the spaces
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Effort underway to save USS
Bremerton sail as
monument
“

Josh Farley, Kitsap SunPublished 3:42 p.m. PT Feb. 6, 2020
CONNECTTWEETLINKEDINCOMMENTEMAILMORE

BREMERTON — Former Bremerton Mayor Patty Lent is
spearheading an effort by the local chapter of the Navy
League to save the sail and rudder of the
city's namesake submarine.
The USS Bremerton, a fast-attack submarine that came
to Sinclair Inlet in 2018 following a 37-year career at
sea, awaits inactivation and decommissioning at the
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. Lent and others hope
there's time to lobby Navy leaders to preserve its sail
and rudder as a point of pride for the city.

ry effort to save a sub's sails have been successful. For
instance, while $500,000 was raised for a museum to
house the USS Narwhal on the Ohio River in Newport,

Kentucky, the effort needed $2 million and was aban-

"We want people to see it — we think it's a pretty im-

doned in 2006, according to The Cincinnati Post. The

portant legacy for the city," said Lent, mayor from 2009

Narwhal is currently being recycled at the Puget Sound

to 2017 and a longtime member of the Bremerton-

Naval Shipyard.

Olympic Peninsula Council of the Navy League. "We
can get it, and it will be a big celebration."

Kitsap County already has three submarine sails preserved. The sail of the USS Parche, famous for its se-

But the effort is only in its infancy. The league will have

cret missions during the Cold War, sits outside the Pu-

to get permission from the Navy to attain the sail and

get Sound Navy Museum. The sail of the USS Woodrow

rudder, find a spot in the community and raise what is

Wilson is positioned at Deterrent Park on Naval Base

likely to be millions of dollars to pull it off.

Kitsap-Bangor. The sail of the USS Sturgeon, an early

"This will take the efforts of many people and government agencies beyond the Navy League to make this

nuclear-powered fast-attack submarine, is permanently
stationed at the Naval Undersea Museum at Keyport.

happen," said David Ellingson, the league chap-

Should it get the money and the Navy's blessing for an-

ter's incoming president, in his installation remarks.

other, the Navy League will have to find a spot. Ever-

Lent points out the local Navy League, which advocates for and provides education to the public about
the nation's sea services, successfully raised hundreds
of thousands of dollars to place a Lone Sailor statue on

the Bremerton Marina's breakwater. But not eve-

green-Rotary Park, the city's most popular green space,
has been floated as a possibility and was mentioned in
Ellingson's remarks. But Bremerton Mayor Greg
Wheeler doesn't believe Evergreen-Rotary Park is the
right place for the sub sail.
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Effort underway to save
USS Bremerton sail as monument
(continued)
"I think it's wonderful they want to create another monument that has a specific tie to Bremerton," he said. "We
just don't see a spot at Evergreen where that would
work. We're hesitant to put anything else in that park."
The mayor said he's supportive of finding an
The 360-foot-long Bremerton, known by its crew

alternative.

as the Badfish, was the 11th fast-attack submarine built
It may be a while before the vessel would even be avail- in the Los Angeles class, which is now being retired.
able to become a landmark. A lengthy queue of some
Little more than half of the class, which is being re20 submarines await their final fates at Naval Base
placed by the Virginia class, has been retired. Among its
Kitsap-Bremerton — and the USS Bremerton, which just
arrived in spring 2018, is at the back of the line.

missions, the 130-sailor fast attack submarines chase
and destroy enemy subs and surface vessels, gather
intelligence and perform surveillance and reconnais-

sance.
How long the Bremerton remains in line to be decommissioned and recycled at the shipyard — the only
place in the world for such work on nuclear submarines — remains to be seen. It could be decades. The
Bremerton is one of five subs awaiting or undergoing
inactivation; ahead of that, there are 14 subs awaiting
recycling. Currently, the USS Narwhal, which was decommissioned in 1999, is being recycled, according to
shipyard staff.
Even when it begins the process of inactivation and decommissioning, it will take time and tens of millions of
dollars. Ultimately, its nuclear reactor compartment will
be hauled by barge to the Department of Energy's Hanford site and the sub itself will be recycled —
with the sail and rudder saved, the Navy League
hopes .
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been announced by the Navy for a third vessel bearing the name Bremerton.
"This will take the efforts of many people and government agencies beyond the Navy League to make this
happen," said David Ellingson, the league chapter's incoming president, in his installation remarks.
Lent points out the local Navy League, which advocates

for and provides education to the public about the nation's sea services, successfully raised hundreds of
Navy tugs flank the USS Bremerton as the submarine
arrives at Naval Base Kitsap-Bremerton on Friday, April 27,
2018. (Photo: MEEGAN M. REID / KITSAP SUN)

The submarine has more ties to the local area than just
its name. Its klaxon, or horn, was named Annie after the
daughter of the late Henry "Scoop" Jackson, longtime
Washington senator and military advocate. It was Helen,
Jackson's wife, that was the boat's sponsor when it was
commissioned on March 28, 1981. The crew's mess

area included faux stained glass windows that showed
the Seattle waterfront and the Space Needle.

thousands of dollars to place a Lone Sailor statue on the
Bremerton Marina's breakwater. But not every effort to
save a sub's sails have been successful. For instance,
while $500,000 was raised for a museum to house
the USS Narwhal on the Ohio River in Newport, Kentucky, the effort needed $2 million and was abandoned
in 2006, according to The Cincinnati Post. The Narwhal
is currently being recycled at the Puget Sound Naval

Shipyard.
Kitsap County already has three submarine sails preserved. The sail of the USS Parche, famous for its se-

The Bremerton deployed 17 times in oceans all across

cret missions during the Cold War, sits outside the Pu-

the world, including its final mission in late 2017 and

get Sound Navy Museum. The sail of the USS Woodrow

early 2018 to the western Pacific Ocean.

Wilson is positioned at Deterrent Park on Naval Base
Kitsap-Bangor. The sail of the USS Sturgeon, an early

The USS Bremerton is the second Navy vessel named

nuclear-powered fast-attack submarine, is permanently

for the city; the first, a Baltimore-class heavy cruiser,

stationed at the Naval Undersea Museum at Keyport.

was launched just after World War II. Competition over
the name was won by Puget Sound Naval Shipyard

Should it get the money and the Navy's blessing for an-

workers, who sold more war bonds than employees at

other, the Navy League will have to find a spot. Ever-

the Mare Island Shipyard in Vallejo, California. Though it green-Rotary Park, the city's most popular green space,
was built in New Jersey, a ceremonial ship's bell — built has been floated as a possibility and was mentioned in
by the shipyard and paid for by the Bremerton Chamber Ellingson's remarks. But Bremerton Mayor Greg
Wheeler doesn't believe Evergreen-Rotary Park is the
of Commerce — was transported and installed on the
ship, which saw combat action in the Korean War.

right place for the sub sail.
"I think it's wonderful they want to create another monu-

When the ship was decommissioned in 1960 and

ment that has a specific tie to Bremerton," he said. "We

scrapped 13 years later, the bell was saved, and it is

just don't see a spot at Evergreen where that would

now located at Bremerton City Hall inside the Norm

work. We're hesitant to put anything else in that park."

Dicks Government Center.

No plans have
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Thales UK wins £330m contract
for Royal Navy Dreadnout submarines((US $$412,500,00.00 )

Thales UK has secured a contract worth around £330m from BAE Systems Submarines to work on the British
Royal Navy’s Dreadnought-class submarines.

BAE Systems is currently building four next-generation nuclear submarines for the Royal Navy. Under the contract, Thales UK will develop the Dreadnought sonar system at its sites in Templecombe, Somerset and Stockport. The company will also build periscopes for all four nuclear submarines.
Known as the Combat System Masts, the periscopes will be developed and manufactured in Govan. The workforce in Crawley will provide technical input.
Defence Minister Jeremy Quin said: “These next-generation sonars and sensors will ensure our nuclear deterrent
retains a stealth and detection advantage over adversaries.
“With over 500 jobs created or secured by this contract, we are clearly acting on the government’s commitment to
level-up across the UK.”

The Dreadnought vessels will also feature Thales Sonar 2076, a visual and situational awareness sensor that will
combine electronic warfare technology with cameras to provide the crew with a visual link to the sea surface.
The submarines are set to enter service from the early 2030s. They will be the British Royal Navy’s most advanced submarines and will replace the Vanguard-class of ballistic missile submarines.
BAE Submarine Solutions Dreadnought programme director Steve Lloyd said: “This major step, reflecting collaborative working between the Dreadnought Alliance and Thales UK, will make a direct contribution to the sustainment of Continuous at-Sea Deterrence through the delivery of the next generation of the UK’s ballistic missilecarrying submarines.
“The Dreadnought programme is one of the most complex engineering projects ever undertaken by the UK
Government and remains on schedule and within budget.”
Spring 2020
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W. PAUL HANSEN

September 15, 1947—May 19, 2020

During his naval service Paul served on the HMCS GRILSE &
HMCS Rainbow. An old salt and submariner at heart, years later
Paul became an integral member of SAOC West including Editor of
The Update Newsletter.
In recognition of his outstanding contributions Paul was made a Life
Member of SAOC West. He shall truly be missed. He remains on
Eternal Patrol.

HMCS Grilse

In Fond Memory
We Shall Remember Him
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b bar
crossed the
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Maurice “ Mo” Tate
April 4, 2020

It is our sad duty to inform you that Mo crossed
the bar on his final leave . " Creator of the Double
Dolphins". Mo served on several submarines:
USS Conger, HMCS Grilse, HMCS Onondaga &
HMCS Okanagan. His note worthy naval career
can be viewed at ww.forprosperitiessake.ca

HMCS Okanagan

With Fond Memory
We Shall Remember Him
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NIGEL H.H. FRAWLEY
June 7, 1936 - January 22, 2020

Nigel Harvey Hugh Frawley, crossed the bar on January 22, 2020.
He attended the Royal Military College where he decided to pursue a career in the Canadian Navy. In 1954 he was appointed Midshipman RCN.
One of his first deployments was aboard the aircraft carrier HMCS Magnificent in 1957 when it was sent to the Mediterranean as part of the UN
Emergency Force during the Suez Crisis. At age 21, it was there that he
experienced his first active participation in ground combat. Nigel studied
at the Royal Naval College in Greenwich, England and trained as a Canadian naval officer with the Royal Navy in submarine warfare.
In 1968, he was appointed Lieutenant-Commander, RCN and oversaw the
commissioning of Canada's newest submarine, the HMCS Okanagan, at
Chatham, England. After conducting trials out of Faslane, Scotland, in the
summer of 1968 with Nigel in command, the HMCS Okanagan crossed the
Atlantic and arrived to a great welcoming reception at the Royal Naval
Dockyard in Halifax.
After 15 years of service, Nigel retired from the navy to pursue a career in
law. A service in celebration of Nigel's life was held at The
Mount Pleasant Funeral Centre on Friday, February 7, 2020
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Donald Henry ‘Buster’ Brown
June 30, 1941—April 11, 2020
It is with sadness, we announce the crossing of the bar of D.H. "Buster" Brown.
CPO1 (Ret'd), MMM, CD2. He began his military career joining the Royal Canadian Navy in 1958 as an engineering mechanic. Buster served with distinction in
the Canadian and British Navies for a total of 37 years, posted from Scotland to
Singapore to his home of Halifax. He was a crewman stoker posted to five British and two Canadian submarines in the 60's and 70's, the longest posting being to HMCS Okanagan. Aboard Okanagan, he experienced her infamous 1973
at-sea collision with the RFA Grey Rover tanker. In 1981 he was appointed to
Submarine Squadron Chief ERA at HMC Dockyard. Through the 80's, he held
postings as Chief ERA aboard HMCS Skeena, Cox'n of HMCS Protecteur and as
staff of Submarine Sea Training Atlantic. In his later career, Buster was recalled
to assist in at-sea training preparations prior to the deployment of three ships
to the Gulf War theatre, sailing aboard HMCS Terra Nova in 1990, appointed to
Command Chief Petty Officer, Maritime Command, a post he held until retiring
from the navy in 1995. Following his retirement, Buster was an active member
of the Royal Canadian Legion Dominion Command's Defence Committee, with
which he remained until well into his 70's. He was also chairman of the Submariners Association of Canada, board member of the Royal Canadian Naval Association, and member of the Atlantic Chiefs & Petty Officers Association. Buster got into the movie business in 2001 as Submarine Technical Advisor on the
feature-film production "K-19: The Widowmaker", shot in Halifax and starring
Harrison Ford and Liam Neeson. Fondly by his extended family and shipmates.
A Celebration of Life will take place at a later date
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Glen ‘Gus’ Gardner
1935—May 1, 2020

Gus Gardner ‘crossed the bar’ in Halifax on 01 May 2020. Gus served in submarines for a long time. He served in HMS Turpin, HMS Talent, HMS Alliance, HMS Alderney, MS Amphion, HMCS Okanagan, HMCS Onondaga
& HMCS Ojibwa. RIP Gus. It was "great to know you and sail with you". A
fine man gone to soon. I am sure that the many of us who sailed with Gus over
the years has a fond memory of him and listened to a few of his stories. Your
stories were legendary. May you have fair winds and following seas and until
we meet again.
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JUST AN OLD SUBMARINER
He was just an old submariner; you see them now and then
telling stories with his buddies of when they were younger men.
Creative recollections of when they were strong and bold .
Escapes that they recall but are best left untold.

But more than old submariners, they are brothers of the phin.
Those who have earned their dolphins are forever welcomed in.
And when they cross the brow on their eternal leave
all the brothers everywhere take time to mutely grieve.

It is true It is true at city hall the flag will not fly half mast
but lots of old submariners will be thinking of the past .
And reciting with his buddies as they sing the final hymn;

HMCS GRILSE

He was just an old submariner but we shall remember him.
By Paul Hansen

To assist Paul before he passed away I
volunteered to produce The Update
newsletter until a member in the
association steps forward.
Comments regarding the newsletter &
articles to submit, please send to me
by email : valerieanddick@telus.net
I hope the newsletter meets with your
expectations as I am new at this.
Fond Regards Valerie Braunschweig
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